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ChallengeChallengeChallenge
With a recent rise in crime in the surrounding community both School District A and law enforcement officials
lacked sufficient evidence to locate and solve a recent string of robberies.

SolutionSolutionSolution
Armed with tamper-proof digital evidence, School District officials shared information gathered from LearnSafe’s
behavioral monitoring system with local and regional law enforcement.

ResultResultResult
The evidence obtained by LearnSafe fostered a successful partnership between the School Districts
administrators and law enforcement to bring down a local crime ring–resulting in a prolific working
relationship, new framework for solving local crimes, and overall safer community. 

Lacking Leads...Lacking Leads...
With over 50,000+ students, the School District* serves a large community that, like many robust cities in the U.S.,
holds a high crime rate. Recently the area had seen several unsolved robberies, “We lacked sufficient evidence to
solve these crimes, there just wasn’t anything left behind,” commented one regional law enforcement official
when interviewed about this case. Though the efforts to find the perpetrator(s) were sincere, authorities
struggled to bring those involved to justice due to a lack of corroborated evidence.
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Case Study

*The name and location of the School District has been withheld for case and source integrity. Both district and law
enforcement collaborated with LearnSafe on this case study. If you would like further information please contact LearnSafe

directly at info@learnsafe.com.

A New Crime Fighting Tool...A New Crime Fighting Tool...
Alerted by one of LearnSafe’s trained Behavioral Monitoring Analysts, a quick-thinking SRO Administrator from

the School District reached out to law enforcement–LearnSafe technology had been triggered via a school-
issued device concerning potential illegal activities. Though the crime had not taken place on school grounds the

SRO Admin knew local officials might find the information useful, unbeknownst to him he had given authorities
the key to solving the case.

More specifically a student from the School District had taken a school-issued laptop home, like many districts
the School District provides its students with 1:1 technology. The student had then allowed his brother to use the

device, and LearnSafe was triggered when the brother then sent direct messages via his Instagram account to a
girlfriend with an explicit admission of guilt over gang-related robberies in which he was complicit. It was just the

piece of evidence law enforcement needed to obtain a search warrant and take the suspect into custody.
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Schedule a Demo with LearnSafe Today 

Maximizing Communal Partnerships...Maximizing Communal Partnerships...
While LearnSafe was initially designed to ensure a safe learning environment in school districts across the U.S.
there are a multitude of ways that this technology can positively impact the greater community-at-large. The
discerning use of LearnSafe by the School District’s SRO Administration quickly led law enforcement to a
perpetrator that had been previously unknown to them.

The most effective way to achieve public safety in local communities, and subsequently its schools, results from
police and community members working collaboratively to create public safety. These partnerships, like the one
LearnSafe helped foster between the School District and local authorities, have been shown to increase public
satisfaction of police and a sense of general safety in the community.
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